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About This Content

Death or Dishonor is a new Country Pack for Hearts of Iron IV, and expands upon players’ ability to experience history’s
greatest conflict from any point of view. This new pack focuses on the countries caught between the Soviet Union and Nazi

Germany during World War II -- faced with the tough choices of starting a conflict with a global superpower, or compromising
their ideals to strike a deal for their own survival.

Including new National Focus Trees for Hungary, Romania, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia, Death or Dishonor adds new
unique events, nation-specific art and music, and much more, giving players all-new ways to experience -- and change -- the

course of history.

Death or Dishonor includes:

Four New Focus Trees:
Experience the war from the difficult perspectives of Hungary, Romania, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia.

Equipment Conversion:
Update your arsenal by converting older units -- or make use of captured enemy vehicles and gear.
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New Music and Art:
3 new thematic musical tracks from composer Andreas Waldetoft, new art content for the four focus nations, and new
troop voiceovers.

New Diplomatic and Puppet Interactions:
License military technology to bring other nations’ weapons to the field or sell your advances to the highest bidder.
Fascist countries get new subject levels like Reichskommissariat, with access to licenses, industry and strategic
resources. The instated governments are held in an iron grip, making it harder for them to break free.
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Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
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Franchise:
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q9400 @ 2.66 GHz / AMD Athlon II X4 650 @ 3.20 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 5850 or NVIDIA GeForce GTX470 with 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X- compatible soundcard.

Additional Notes: Mouse and keyboard are required. / Latest available WHQL drivers from both manufacturers/ Internet
Connection or LAN for multiplayer, Up to 32 other players in multiplayer mode.

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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This could be interesting, but I really have no clue what I'm doing here. Too many options, too little intro/tutorial/help (there
isn't any). My village keeps dying. For example: It's not clear how chickens work; I assumed I should keep them around, and
butcher them when I need more food or when there's too many, but apparently I should just butcher them all at once? And
setting a level determines how fast they're killed, not how many to keep?. This game is better then it looks. The most variation
in racing games ive ever seen. Shame for multiplayer when no one is there, but LAN action does the trick. Please consider this
game. Try a demo. Sersiouly shallow depth. Not fun, no challenge. Playing for more than 30 seconds you can tell they tried to
port it to steam from a phone.. If you're comparing getting a table tennis table and this get a table tennis table.. I've had this
game for a few days now, already seen one update, which fixed probably 90 percent of all the issues with the game, But it
continues to have issues with choppy audio, and not having a menu layout for xbox controllers. I'm gonna give this game a
Thumbs Up, but I also feel this game is like $ 5 to much, for what it is, so maybe stick it on your wishlist, and wait for the next
steam sale. Night Trap is a awesome retro game, I never got to play as kid, and I'm glad to see it get this remaster, and I hope it
leads to more...... maybe some Supreme Warrior, Corpse Killer, TomCat Alley, Midnight Raiders.....

*** Review Update 8/29/17 : Sadly, unless you have the most hardcore of video cards in your laptop or gaming rig, I can not
recommend Night Trap 25th Anniversary, even after talking with the developer, I learned my Intel HD card is not up to the
challenge of this game from 1992 and due the very nature of the game probably never will be even with patches......so if your
like me, go emulate the 32x version, it may not look as pretty, but at least it's playable on older pc's.....Or if you can get over the
audio/video shuddering, as stated before grab this when it's a bit cheaper.***
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AMAZING
. I have the Season Pass so I get all of the expansions. That's the way to go as the content has been quality. This is one of my
favorite expansions for this game. It changes up the gameplay which is nice. No regrets on the Season Pass!. By opting for an
asymmetric style of puzzle play (as opposed to Puzzle Quest et al's symmetric style of you move, AI moves), Gyromancer more
consistently rewards mastery, making for a much more satisfying play experience. If you enjoyed PQ but felt frustrated by its
high variance, Gyromancer is for you.. A fun little game. Sadly, it gets boring really quickly. Whenever I play, I sit for about ten
minutes before getting tired of it. Maybe it is just me, but the mouse pointer seems to be a bit laggy, and I serious can`t stand
writing in the product codes. I can not recommend spending money on this. Maybe if it gets on sale.. Probably the best game of
2017 and it's only in early access!

I can see this game going very far in the melon based genre, i know its highly competative right now but this is clearly the best
melon based game of all time. I know that's a bold claim.

. Excellent game with tons of customization and tweaking at your disposal.

Cannot recommend and praise it enough.
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